Modeling asset and liability dynamics for pension funds defined
benefit plans
Abstract
This article describes the results of a research in Information Science field that aimed
to verify how System Dynamics could be applied to manage, in a systemic perspective, the
information of risk factors in Pension Fund‟s assets and liabilities management (ALM)
processes. Delphi technique was used to get data and to identify risk factors with two
financial managers and actuaries from 20 Brazilian Pension Funds. By system dynamics,
system thinking and agent based modelling techniques it was possible to represent factors
cause and effect relations in order to get a function of their expenses and the actual and future
payments of the retirements. The conclusions propose a methodology combining these three
approaches and show some particularities and benefits of system dynamics to model financial
and actuarial assumptions in such organizations and in Information Science research.
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Introduction
A pension fund is concerned on how to control pension costs and actuarial liabilities in
the long term. As a complex system, it has a great number of interdependent entities, with
different degrees of relationship. The governance of a social-economic and political
environment under a pension fund‟s perspective must consider the interactions among several
actors and the causality between many economic factors. In order to cope with the
peculiarities of complex systems, a system dynamics (SD) model, combined with an agentbased model intended to analyze population dynamics and the influence of credibility as a
subjective factor over the expected adhesion of new participants. This way, the article aims to
demonstrate how to combine different approaches in order to study complex financial
environments and to offer a way to address a dynamic ALM problem in order to manage
solvency and liquidity risks and uncertainties in pension funds (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Pension funds dynamics
Focused on defined benefit plans, pension funds are social institutions that must deal
with many risks, typically insurance risks. Risks arises from factors beyond their control and
Internal risk is the probability of suffering losses while pursuing performance and growth
goals because of inadequacies in process capability (including core and support processes)
and organizational structure and external risk is the probability of suffering loss while
pursuing performance and growth goals because of uncertainties in external conditions.
(Pandian, 2007).
2 Asset and Liability Management (ALM)
A dynamic ALM´s model problem is how to manage credit, market and operational
risks to estimate returns over long-term investments based on uncertain actuarial liabilities.
Thus, planning under uncertainty requires reliable tools to get better financial analysis and to
manage actuarial assumptions in order to set policies that assure good solvency and liquidity
to pension funds.
Lifetime and demographic studies focus on the population dynamics of a pension fund
that has, among others, rates of mortality, withdrawal, disability and retirement that must be
considered in assessing pensions costs and to consider credibility in structuring a prospective
cash flow. This way, the research conducted by the author combine methods and techniques
to study pension funds population models and the influence of subjective factors over it.
To place the issues into perspective, this paper has four sections. First, it observes the
complexity inherent to pension funds and some information about ways to manage it. Next,
discusses a dynamic Asset and Liability Management (ALM) approach for pension funds,
including the results of a Delphi technique outcomes from financial managers and actuaries.
Follows fuzzy logic rules model the agent‟s behavior in a beliefs-desires-intentions (BDI)
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agent architecture. Finally, in the conclusion, considerations about the combination of system
dynamics and agent based modeling, with summary comments about the combination of
methods to address subjective factors.
Many techniques such as system dynamics, agent based models and Delphi can
provide together a way to formally represent the functionalities of a system or subsystem from
the conception to a simulation model.
Pension funds need to produce a high-income return to correspond to actuarial
expectations and to pay different kind of benefits. Because of its long-term obligations, an
ALM model of a Pension Fund must consider a large planning horizon. ALM must control the
solvency of the fund by acceptable investments and contribution policies. The process
requires a great amount of information about the organization, its operations and market
performance. It comprises: (1) better understanding of the wealth of the organization by
evaluating balance sheet; (2) actions to control credit, liquidity and market risks (3) statistical
and mathematical methods to predict, forecast or foresee how the future should be or define a
finite number of scenarios to model uncertainty.
One of SD‟s paradigms is that the structure determines behavior and events are
snapshots of that behavior. One step back from events is the idea of behavior patterns as
something that connects together a long series of events over time. They show sources of
pressure and imbalances that cause things to change. Pension funds have to decide
periodically how to allocate the investments over different asset classes and what the
contribution rate should be in order to fund its liabilities.
Risk and uncertainty are key features of most pension funds and need to be understood
to made rational decisions. A problem has many uncertainties and they are materialized in
various elements or factors in a risk analysis model as ALM. There are basic principles that an
ALM model concerns to:
 Deterministic modeling involves using a single “best guess” estimation of each
variable within a model to determine the models outcomes;
 Sensitivities determine how much that outcome might vary via what-if scenarios.
Every possible value that each variable could take is weighted by the probability of its
occurrence to achieve this. Each uncertain variable has a probability distribution that
needs to be considered in an ALM model;
 Within a risk analysis model, available data and expert opinions are the two sources of
information used to quantify the uncertainty.
Computer simulations, among others, give to the analyst a way to generate data or
optimize the model to give the parameters that will materialize the uncertainty. The analyst
must revise the data he has available and assure they are both reliable and as representative of
the true uncertainty as possible.
Many techniques try to fit theoretical distribution to observed data and to give the
dynamic model ways to foresee or forecast the possible results via estimators and
probabilities. To do this, many authors has a common sense that each variable is correlated
with, or a function of, another variable within the model. System dynamics gives a way to
explore causation between variables and feedback loops that are responsible for problems in a
considered context. As stated by Sterman (2000, pg.141), “correlation among variables reflect
the past behavior of a system.
Correlations do not represent the structure of the system
(…) correlations among variables will emerge from the behavior of the model when you
simulate it”. Professor Sterman also states “confusing correlation with causality can lead to
terrible misjudgments and policy errors”.
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Engert and Lansdowne (1999), states that “risks are events or occurrences that prevent
a program from achieving its cost, schedule, or performance objectives. This way, Chaim
(2006) and Chaim (2007) applied system dynamics principles to ALM (Asset and Liability
Management) models, in the specific case of pension funds. The author did a research with
actuaries and financial managers of 20 Brazilian pension funds. Figure 3 shows the results
materialized in a causal loop diagram that represents the complexity of a benefit plan of a
pension and that include population dynamics as a way to reduce pension costs.
For the analyst uninitiated in risk analysis modeling, it‟s difficult to find explicit
techniques that will produce an accurate model of the problem in hand. To fill that gap, this
article proposes the combination of SD, agent based modeling and fuzzy logic.
3 Delphi Technique approach
The techniques used for data collection were document analysis, semi-structured
interviews, Delphi technique, causal modeling and system dynamic modeling. The
documentary analysis was used to collect publicly available data on the performance and the
aggregate behavior of pension funds as a whole to thereby describe the characteristics of the
Brazilian pension fund system, its relevance and its complexity.
The literature refers to Delphi technique as a strategy to provide forecasts of future
problems on conditions of little historical data, to hear expert opinion when they are
geographically dispersed and to address complex problems. This is the technique of social and
behavioral research based on the opinion of expert groups that aims to facilitate and moderate
discussions among themselves and to aggregate the collective knowledge and experience.
Through a process of analysis and feedback of information, opinions tend to converge
with each iteration, or reveal irreconcilable differences. Asserts that the trial collective of
experts is considered more reliable than the collection of individual opinions in a joint
meeting, revealing more comprehensive and objective in their findings.
For this reason, the Delphi technique, controlled by anonymity, overcomes several
problems at a meeting in person, without the need for many individuals to resolve them. Also
tends to follow a single line of thought for a long period of time, exerting considerable force
on participants to adapt themselves to the conditions and pressures of the event, and often by
overwhelming the subjects with peripheral information.
For Maxwell (2006), this technique is useful when group members cannot or should
not meet, particularly when time, cost or location render the group meetings. Also, it can be
applied to large groups, allowing members to be separated and anonymity is maintained,
avoiding influences of some personalities on the other and preventing unproductive polemics.
The consultation is done through a small series of questionnaires whose responses are
exchanged to allow interaction and consensus. Among the key ideas of the methodology,
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (2006) highlights:
(A) subjective selection of participants, depending on the field of the subject studied,
the number of participants tends to be low, usually between 10 to 30 participants;
(B) anonymity of responses: responses are individual and seeks to inhibit unwanted
influences or biased;
(C) controlled return: the views are collected and returned to the respondents, allowing
them to review their positions;
(D) answer questions with quantitative data: they can be a value, a probability, a
completion date or other quantitative information;
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(E) statistical group response: consider the mean response and the dispersion of the
group in each of the rounds of questions and that the median and interquartile range are used
for data analysis.
In the specific case of pension funds, the Delphi technique allowed a way to
comprehend different defined benefit plans complexities and an indirect discussion between
invited experts to conduct a trial in relation to claims based on actuarial assumptions reported
in the literature (figure 2).
Tipo Variável
Economic
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Desired event

Interest rate

Higher interest rates

Consequences
Less present value of liabilities

Profitability of the Higuer profitability
investments

More individual mathematical provisions

Salary

Much estimated costs

Value
governmental
retirement part

Higher individual salaries increases
of Lower benefits after retirement

Lower mathematical provisions

Less age in the retirement
Lower accumulation time
Higuer survival expectation

Inflation

Higuer inflation taxes

Lower costs of retirements and pensions in DB plans
Lower capacity of payment of pensions (work
capacity function)
Less salaries (salaries capacity factor)
Less present value of future retirement benefits

Demographic
Decrement
(mortality,
termination,
disability,
retirement)

Mortality

Higuer longevity

Higuer level of provisions

Disability

Higuer disability probabilities

Higuer value of mathematical provisions
Higuer cost of retirements

Knew generation Lower the age of entry in the fund, more Higuer contributions fee (accumulation phase)
of incomers
people coming to the plan
Higuer mathematical provisions
Turnover (a kind of More turnover
termination
decrement)

Others

Lower retirement costs
Lower contributions fee

Familiar
composition

Lessa average ages of other family Higher actual values of future retirement benefits
members

Age of retirement

Higher ages of retirement

Lower mathematical provisions

Initial working age

Lower age to incomers

Lower the finantial time of actual values of futures
retirement benefits
Lower contribution fees

Contribution fees

Higuer contribution fees

Higher mathematical provisions

Figure 2: Complex relations in a DB pension plan
The representation of system dynamics in the management of information about the
risk factors used by ALM was founded in Sterman (2000, p. 86) referring to the steps of
modeling systems processes after the analisys of factors motricity-dependency relations
(appendix I).
According to Godet (1973), the motricity of an element represents its capacity for
generating information flows, while its dependency evaluates the amount of information
flows that this receives. If we add up by rows in the matrix of zeros and ones we will have
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each factor‟s motricity value, since we are accumulating the information that such a factor
issues. If we add the ones in each column we will have determined their dependency, on
accumulating the information that the rest of the persons in the organization received from the
different issuers. From these values one can classify the elements by means of these two
variables and represent them in a two-dimensional graph
The representation of relations of cause and effect (causal modeling) in the
management of information on risk factors used by ALM was held in the mapping activity to
formulate the hypothesis of the model developed dynamic modeling (figure 3).
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Figure 3: A Actuarial factors and their interrelationships in an ALM Model
Source: Chaim (2010).
Three rounds of Delphi technique gave conditions to structure this causal loop
diagram and to analyze causation between factors. These factors were obtained by many
declarations of actuaries and practices statements from financial managers. Among others,
there were three feedback loops that constitute the main hypothesis about the causes of
dynamics under investigation by the research:
R1 – Good Solvency: Plans that are more attractive may get more participants or more
sponsors that may generate more accumulation. This way, the solvency tends to get better by
the reduction of the estimated costs of the plan;
B1 – Credibility: more attractive plans may obtain more participants and then the
costs tend to be lower, because they share the staff of the plan and material resources;
B2 – Good Wealth: Plans that are more attractive may get more participants or more
sponsors that may generate more accumulation. This way, the solvency tends to get better by
the reduction of the estimated costs of the plan and, thus, enhancing the attractivity of the
plan.
To constrain the scope of the article, attractive plans will consider just credibility
factor in population models. These article will not consider the calculating of pension costs
and mathematical provisions as in Rodrigues (2004). The value of mathematical provisions of
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benefits to be paid of a participant with age x is represented by the equation MPx = PVFBx –
PVFC and its value consider population factors and they will be determined by the equation:
MPx  FCS .[S x .(1  CS ) r  x .r  x p xaa .är .v r  x  (S xr .CN (%).äx:r  x ]{x  r} , where
MP = Mathematical provisions;
(PVFB = Present value of future benefits):
FCS = Capacity factor of salary. It reflects inflation.
CS = Salary enhancement;
S x .(1  CS ) r  x . = salary of one participant, projected to the retirement age r
r – x = For a participant of age x, the time remaining between the assessment date
and the retirement date (r)
aa
= the probability of a participant of age x to be alive and active when
rx px
reaching the age x of retirement
ä r = factor of anticipated actuarial income related to the participant when
initiating the retirement
rx
v = discount factor considering the interval between ages r and x
(PVFC = Present value of future contributions):
S xr = All salaries between ages x and r
CN (%) = Taxes that represents the cost of the plan
ä x:r x  = factor of an anticipated actuarial income, temporary, related to activity
period of the participant.
Because pension funds are typically a multi-decrement environment (WINKLEVOSS,
1977, p. 10-22), the causal loop diagram of figure 4 shows the dynamics of a benefit plan.
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Figure 4: Populational decrements - causal loop diagram
Source: Chaim (2010)
Credibility influences new adhesions made by word of mouth and ad campaigns (R1);
many decrements such as mortality (B1), withdrawal (B2), disability (B3) and retirement (B4)
are the balancing way to reduce this population and thus the costs of the benefit plan
(WINKLEVOSS, 1977, p. 10-22). Follows details about each one:
R1 – Credibility: means that people become more and more interested in adhering to a
benefit plan of a pension fund. It means more assets coming from the participants and the
organizations that are sponsors of the benefit plan. Credibility generates confidence that tends
to foster new adhesion of new participants;
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B1 – Mortality decrements: “among active employees prevents the attainment of a
retirement status and hence the receipt of a pension benefit, while mortality among pensioners
acts to terminate the payment of their pension benefit” (WINKLEVOSS, 1977, p. 12);
B2 – Withdrawal decrements: this decrement is also called termination decrement and
like the mortality decrement, “prevents employees from attaining retirement age and receiving
benefit under the plan (…) there are a multitude of factors entering into the determination of
employee termination rates, but two factors consistently found to have significant relationship
are age and length of service. The older the employee and/or the longer his period of service,
the less likely it is that he will terminate employment” (WINKLEVOSS, 1977, p. 15-16).
Accordingly to Winklevoss (1977, p. 18), “disability among active employees, like mortality
and withdrawal, prevents qualification for a retirement benefit and, in turn, lowers the cost of
retirement”.
B3 – Disability decrements: “a typical disability benefit might provide an annual
pension, beginning after a waiting period, based on the employee‟s benefits accrued to data,
or on his projected normal retirement benefit. When disability benefits are provided outside
the pension plan, it is common to continue crediting the disabled employee with service until
normal retirement, at which time the auxiliary plan´s benefits cease and the employee begins
receiving a normal pension” (WINKLEVOSS, 1977, p. 18-19);
B4 – Retirement decrement: “the retirement decrement among active employees
initiates the pension payments” (WIKLEVOSS, 1977, p. 21).
Figure 5 shows the stock and flow diagram to manage the population dynamics of a
pension fund. Credibility is a factor that influences new adhesions and used a lookup table
based on parameters obtained by expert opinions.
Aging ratio

Adhesions

Intensity of
adhesions

Expected population
aging of the plan

Aging index

Retirement ratio
Maintaned benefits ratio

Disability ratio

Adhesion ratio

Active
participants

Pensioners
Plan´s Maturity

New participants
credibility ratio

Withdrawal
decrements
credibility

Cessation
Pensioners
Mortality
ratio

Total participants

withdrawal ratio
<Pensioners>
Mortality
ratio

Mortality
decrements

Figure 5: Population dynamics stock and flow diagram.
Source: Chaim (2010)
The figure assumes a pension fund with an expected credibility rate that influences
new adhesions. People who are active participants are exposed to mortality, disability,
withdrawal and retirement risks. A pensioner is exposed just to mortality risks. An expected
population-aging ratio uses historical data and calculates the aging index. This dynamic is
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essential an ALM model estimate the total assets and the flow of liabilities, maintain a good
solvency and prevent against liquidity risks.
In a SD way, a lookup table aids to model credibility as a factor that influences
accumulation and liabilities. It may enhance or reduce the adhesions of new participants over
time. According to Edmonds (2003), in cases where the field of study is sufficiently complex,
it is impractical or even impossible to rely only on mathematical models. Therefore, the
construction of an agent-based model appears to be the most suitable way to assess the impact
of the social-economic and political issues on the pension funds participants and nonparticipants.
Causal loops relations may represent the uncertainty and may predict the impact of
each of it in the system as a whole. Chaim (2006) noticed that the use of system dynamics in
combination with asset-liability management model (ALM) represents an opportunity to
amplify its capability to become risk oriented. Streit (2006) indicate the use of subjective
factors using agent based models. Thus, macroeconomics, biometrics and actuarial classes of
variables must holistically considerer the incorporation of risk factors, subjective factors and
constraints (shortfalls) into the model.
4 Agent based modelling approach
Edmonds (2003) stated that when a study domain is quite complex, the approaches
based on equations or on other analytical techniques are impracticable or even impossible to
be applied. In complex systems, the interactions between the parts may cause relevant
differences in system‟s performance. Wagner (1986) argues that the result of the combination
of the uncertainty, the dynamic interactions, the subsequent events, and the complex
interdependences among system variables difficult the analysis of a problem. According to
Edmonds (2003), simulation is the only way to model the behavior of this type of systems.
In order to cope with the peculiarities of pension funds, the use of an agent-based
model to represent the behavior of the pension fund participants and the social-economic and
political environment can provide deeper insights by simulation experiments. The agent-based
models can help to clarify the agents‟ interactions and behaviors (micro level), e.g., the nonlinear behaviors of the system that are difficult to be captured with mathematical formalisms.
In this case, a multi-agent model combined with a SD model will aid to manage
solvency and liquidity risks on a pension fund, called Dynamic Asset and Liability
Management (ALM). Therefore, in this study the proposed pension fund model is a multiparadigm simulation model. Each modeling approach supports some particular representation
of it.
The study of multi-agent systems started in the field of the distributed artificial
intelligence (DAI) about twenty years ago (Weiss, 1999). The precursor of these systems is
the object-oriented programming (OOP). The OOP objects keep their own data structures and
procedures (methods), and communicate to each other with messages. Artificial intelligence
works with computational aspects of intelligence and focuses on systems that act separately.
The DAI, in turn, is the study, construction and the application of multi-agent systems,
which are systems where some intelligent agents interact and aim to reach a set of goals or
execute a sequence of tasks (Weiss, 1999). The term “intelligent agent” indicates object with
flexible autonomous capacity. Streit (2002), for example, evidences the importance of the use
of the DAI in social sciences study field and presents references of its use in the
organizational area.
According to Lempert (2002), the agent-based models can represent important
phenomena difficult to capture with mathematical formalisms. The author argues that these
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models are distinguished for relating the heterogeneous behavior of the agents (different
information, different decision rules, and different situations) with the macro behavior of the
system. The agents have several interaction rules and, by simulation, it is possible to explore
the emergent behavior along the time and the space. This modeling technique does not assume
a unique component that takes decisions for the system as a whole. The agents are
independent entities that establish their own goals and have rules for the decision making
process and for the interactions with other agents.
The agents‟ rules can be sufficiently simple, but the behavior of the system can
become extremely complex (Gilbert, 1995). Therefore, the complexity can emerge because of
simple rules in the level of the individuals. The emergence “occurs when the interactions
among objects at one level give rise to different types of objects at another level” (Gilbert,
1995, p.15).
The modeling process relates the representation of the system under analysis from the
real world to a model capable to describe similar behavior. Figure one shows that the design
of the computational model incorporates relevant aspects of the system that we want to know.
It is a formal representation of a conceptual model. The conceptual model, in turn, is
an abstraction of the real world under analysis.

nível 3:
computational model

Partic.

Ñ-Partic.

Governo
Fundo de
Pensão

Particip.

nível 2:
conceptual model

Particip.

nível 1:
system under analysis

Figure 6 - The modeling process.
The modeling process of an agent-based model defines its individual components, as a
bottom-up approach. The definition of the agents‟ behaviors is extremely important for a good
representation of the system under analysis. Besides, there must be a very good equivalence
between the system under analysis and the conceptual model to guarantee great consistency to
the agent-based model and reliability from the simulation results.
Figure 2 presents a conceptual model to study pension funds. Streit (2006) developed
this model for regulatory governance analysis of sectors under regulation. The conceptual
model is generic and, consequently, it is useful to structure different pension funds scenarios.
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Figure 7 – Generic conceptual model to study pension funds governance.
Simulation along the time is the strategy to analyze the emergent phenomenon of the
model. The intentional level (action level), where the interactions among the agents occur, is
differentiated from the structural or contextual level. The structural level indicates the
contexts where the interactions happen, e.g., the circumstances that limit, amplify and
determine the interactions among the agents and with the environment. Moreover, structural
level is the level where the emergent phenomenon takes place. It is a higher level comparing
to the intentional level where the agents interact. The basic principle that guides the model is
that all interactions have an intention or a set of intentions. For a better understanding, follows
the main components of the generic conceptual model:
 Measures of the model: they are the results of the model that make possible the study
of the phenomenon for which the model is developed;
 External context parameters: indicate external aspects that may contextualize the
model. They are not influenced from the behavior of the model (unidirectional arrow
from the structural level to the individual level), but they can influence the interactions
among the agents who act in the intentional level of the model (example: international
indicators). The external context parameters define the external environment of the
system under analysis;
 Internal context variables: represent important external aspects. These variables
influence the interactions among the agents and are influenced by them. Thus, during
the simulations, the values of these variables are modified depending on the
interactions at the intentional level of the model. They express, in its totality, relative
external situations of the system under analysis in the environment;
 Government agent: it represents the government at the individual level of the model.
The government agent defines the regulation policies of the pension funds;
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Participant agents: they represent the agents who participate in a pension fund. The
participant agents are directly influenced by the regulations and situations that impact
the pension fund sector. The amount of “participant agents” in the model will depend
on the type of analysis and abstraction desired;
 Non-participant agents: they interact with other agents at the individual level, but they
do not participate in a pension fund. The non-participants agents are indirectly
influenced by the regulations of the sector and they can indirectly influence the agents
who regulate the sector.
The “internal context variables” and the “external context parameters” belong to the
structural level of the model (macro level).
One of the major concerns in the process of developing agent-based models is with the
nature of the agents themselves and the definition of their behavior, that is, how they interact
with other agents and with their environment (Edmonds, 1998). The agents modeling at the
intentional level will define the way they take decisions, their behavior and attitudes during
the simulation experiments. The author argues that the purpose of modeling the agents is to
reveal the emergent behavior of the system. In the literature, it is possible to identify diverse
types of agent frameworks that have been conceived for various types of analyses.
5 The proposed framework
BDI (beliefs-desires-intentions) architecture. BDI has been used for the
modeling of different types of agent behavior, and adopted in numerous fields. BDI
agent architecture was introduced by the philosopher Michael Bratman (1999), who
proposed a framework for understanding ways of characterizing mental attitudes and
rational actions in human beings, in terms of their intentions. The principles of
Bratman's work have been fundamental for the theoretical formalization of
computational agents with rational behavior, and for the development of formal agent
architectures.
In BDI, agents are described as a set of beliefs, desires and intentions. The agents‟
decision-making process occurs during analysis of beliefs relative to their desires, according
to the precepts of this approach. Beliefs are items of information held by the agent about
himself and about the environment in which he is active. They correspond to the informative
component of the agent's status and may be subject to uncertainties and errors. Desires, in
turn, are objectives the agent adopts and attempts to achieve. In terms of BDI architecture, an
agent's desires are essentially the 'options' or 'possibilities' available to the agent (Wooldridge
and Parsons, 1988). The theoretical model of the BDI architecture also employs the concept
of intentions, which represent courses of action chosen by the agents to achieve their goals
(desires). The agent's actions are organized into plans. In the process of deliberation, after the
selection of an intention, an agent's plan is chosen and initiated. Thus, intentions correspond
to the agent's plans under execution.
Since the relevant beliefs, desires and intentions of agents are of a subjective nature,
the specification of the agents in this research employed a fuzzy-extension BDI agent model
(Shen et al., 2004). The basic idea behind the use of the fuzzy extension for modeling multiagent systems is the specification and description of the agent behavior by means of fuzzy
rules. The inference of these rules can be understood as the mapping between a set of inputs
and a set of outputs. Thus, the inference of these rules during simulation establishes the
dynamic behavior of each agent in the system and, as a consequence, the behavior of the
system as a whole. The practical reasoning of the agent consists of two principal activities
(Shen et al., 2004; Schut et al, 2004): (i) deliberation, where the agent decides what to do
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(which intention to carry out); and (ii) planning, which is the decision of how to carry out the
intention.
In order to simplify the model proposed, the agent's deliberation (what to do) and
planning (how to do it) processes have been combined into one process. In this case, the
agent's practical reasoning mechanism consists in choosing a pair <objective, plan> for
execution, that is, the intention the agent can adopt and the plan of action for carrying out
such intentions. This simplification was suggested in the work of Hsieh et al. (2004). The
figure 5 represents the internal model proposed for the agents and indicates its principal
components (Streit, 2006). These components can be described as:
 Perceptions: refers to the means by which the agent perceives the environment;
 Agent's status: refers to the agent's current set of beliefs about its environment and by
the intention it is currently pursuing;
 Database pair <objective,plan>: data structure storing the possible space state of an
agent's pair <objective,plan>;
 Database „Beliefs‟: stores the agent's beliefs about its environment;
 Components „revises beliefs‟ and „selects <objective,plan>‟: they are components that
carry out the procedures for the selection of the agent's intentions and action plans.
These components constitute the agent's decision-making process, along with the
component 'deliberation control';
 Action: component that executes the actions for carrying out the current intention or
the new intention selected by means of the fuzzy logic;
 Action outlet: refers to the means by which the agent transmits messages to the
environment and to the other agents. It is the outlet for the outcome of the agent's
inference process.
percep
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revise
beliefs
Agent status
belief
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intention
(objective,
plan)

select
<objective,
Intenti
plan>
on
selecti
on
action

beliefs
(objective,
plan)

Fuzzyinference
system

out
let
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Figura 8: Agent’s internal model.
As presented in figure 5, the process of carrying out the intentions is based on fuzzy
logic. This process is circumscribed by the component denominated „fuzzy-inference system‟.
In this case, the fuzzy rules execute the agent's actions following the BDI framework. The
agent's beliefs are defined on the antecedent term of the fuzzy rules (IF side), while the term
relative to the agent's deliberation is found on the consequent side (THEN side). The main
definition step of the model is associated with the selection of the production rules to model
the agents‟ behavior. For instance, the fuzzy rule "IF inflation is high AND inflation variation
increases THEN exert moderate pressure for interest rate reduction " indicates, for example,
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that there is an agent belief that inflation is high and, also, there is a tendency towards
increased inflation. Then, the agent deliberation will exert a moderate pressure into the
„monetary authority‟ agent for an interest rate reduction. The value resulting from the pressure
will depend on the degree of truth of the input variables „inflation‟ and „inflation variation‟ to
the fuzzy sets „high‟ and „increases‟, respectively.
The notion of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh (1965 apud Rizzi et al., 2003, p.
365), in the decade of 60. The objective is to represent mathematically uncertainties and to
supply formal tools to deal with the inherent imprecision of many problems. The main idea is
the revision of the classical theory of the sets. The traditional way of representing elements u
of a set A is through the characteristic function (Kasabov, 1998):
 A (u)  1 , if u is an element of set A , and
 A (u)  0 , if u is not an element of set A ,
that is, an object u either belongs or does not belong to a given set. In fuzzy sets theory an
object can belong to a set partially. The degree of membership is defined through a
generalized characteristic function called membership function:  A (u) : U  0 1 , where
U is the universe and A is a subset of U . The values of the membership function are real
numbers in the interval 0 1, where 0 means that the object is not a member of the set and 1

means that it belongs entirely.
The fuzzy logic has been considered useful when the process (system under analysis)
is difficult to forecast or model using traditional methods (Mohammadian and Kingham,
2004). This paradigm allows the modeling of complex systems by the use of simple rules that
are defined with linguistic variables and terms. The fuzzy logic is versatile because it allows
the modeling and manipulation of vague and inexact information mathematically. This type of
information is natural in the human language, as the information supplied by the specialists
(not mathematicians) (Amendola et al., 2004). This feature, according to Berg et al. (2004), it
is an important advantage, because it allows the linguistic interpretability of the model results
and the comparison to the specialists knowledge. The use of fuzzy-inference mechanisms is
an interesting option for modeling the reasoning and behavior of the agents. It makes possible
to describe the agents‟ behaviors semantically using production rules (IF-THEN).
In addition to the work of Shen et al. (2004), other studies in the literature demonstrate
the advantages of using fuzzy logic in the development of agent models (Bossomaier et al.,
2005; Li et al, 2004; Hsieh et al, 2004; Shajari and Ghorbani, 2004). Fuzzy logic has been
employed in the agent decision-making process and in the definition of agent behavior.
The main stage of the agent-based model definition in this study is the production
rules selection to model the agents‟ behavior. The criteria that can be used to the production
rules delimitation is based on the variables used in the dynamic model and the agent-based
model.
The figure 6 presents the main components of the model and simulation techniques
discussed in this article.
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Figura 9: Conceptual model for pension funds (SD+ABM+FuzzyLogic)
The information to model the behavior of the agent considers the integration of two
qualitative research methods: (i) content analysis research; and, (ii) in-depth interviews. They
can provide data to model the agents´ behavior by means of fuzzy logic rules and a systematic
collection and interpretation of data produced in textual form as well as knowledge from
experts.
6 Conclusions
The multi-paradigm approach is suitable to model sociotechnical factors involved in
an ALM problem. Under SD techniques recommendations it was possible to identify the
complexity and to characterize many aspects over the problem being modeled, also to model
subjective factors and to simulate the complexity of financial and actuarial systems
considering their risks and uncertainties and to demonstrate theoretical constructs. The
research is multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary by nature and this article presents part of
the literature review and methodological strategy to develop the research.
In this paper, the author attempted to show the power of combining SD and agent
based modeling methods with fuzzy logic in Information Science researchs and am
convinced that it is a good way to model subjective factors such as credibility and knows the
importance of it in a risk analysis methodology to pension funds.
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Figure 10: A framework to produce a hybrid model with SD+ABM_FuzzyLogic paradigm
By simplicity, this paper focuses on theoretical aspect s and related dynamics for a
pension fund but also consider other methods and techniques to better simulate the
complexity of pension funds systems considering their relevance. The research is
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary by nature and the article presents part of the literature
review. Risks and uncertainties. The software to be produced will consider ages, mortality,
withdrawal and mortality rates, assets, liabilities, investments and many other factors from the
database of a important Brazilian pension fund.
The research gave many insights about the utilization of system dynamics to
information scientists. Figure 11 try to relate information science to SD techniques.
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SYSTEM DYNAMICS
Uses Causal Loop Diagrams
(CLD) to model cause and
effect and Stock and Flow
diagrams to model the
structure and the behavior of
the system|
Enables
the
system´s
simulation of the future
behavior expressed in many
variables and to analyze the
impact of them over the
system based on statistical
infromations, series, fees and
rates that could explain the
system as a whole.

Facilita projeções e predições
de
comportamentos
sistêmicos
para
melhor
compreender os atrasos em
obter os resultados esperados
e para possibilitar análises
baseadas na estocasticidade
de variá-veis do sistema.

CIÊNCIA DA INFORMAÇÃO
Information science is a discipline
that investigates the properties and
behavior of information, the forces
governing the flow of information,
and the means of processing
information for optimum accessibility
and usability(Borko, 1968).
It is an intedisciplinary science
derived from and related to such
fields
as
mathematics,
logic,
linguistics, psychology, computer
technology, operations research, the
graphic arts, communications, library
science, management, and other
similar fields. It has both a pure
science component, which inquires
into the subject without regard to its
application, and an applied science
component, which develops services
and products. (Borko, 1968).

BENEFÍCIOS PARA A CIÊNCIA DA INFORMAÇÃO
The causal diagrams enable the analysis and representation of the complex relationship between variables
in a system, because extrapolate the correlation-based analysis and focus on the circular relationships
between variables and the influences that have over others (feedback). Can serve also to model the
information obtained during interviews and explain the structure of the information system. Possible to
design policies and understand the consequences on the system (systemic view), if the structures are
changed or parameters of information system.

It is concerned with that body of
knowledge relating to the origination,
collection, organization, storage,
retrieval, interpretation, transmission,
transformation, and utilization of
information. This includes the
investigation
of
information
representations in both natural and
artificial systems, the use of codes for
efficient message transmission, and
the study of information processing
devices and techniques such as
computers and their programming
systems.
(Borko, 1968).

- System dynamics model the decision making in organizations in order to predict behavior based on
information available and the expected behavior of information systems.
- The use of software developed based on the principles of System Dynamics (Vensim, Stella / ithink,
PowerSim and others) allows you to develop computer models to analyze the possible uncertainties in the
variables of information system in pension funds, using techniques sensitivity analysis (Monte Carlo and
others) to produce information about the expected behavior of the system if some variables change, the
uncertainty increases or new decision rules are implemented.
- The complexity in contemporary organizations is given in part by the large volume of specialists needed
to treat their problems and their inherent risks. The use of dynamic systems simulation can facilitate the
improvement of learning about the characteristics and nature of the information system and enable the
whole systems approach fosters an understanding of the problems and contingencies of actions needed to
manage them with more quality. From this perspective, it is expected that it could be used a a tool to
improve the management training of managers.
- The contemporary research on system dynamics can be make grants for research in information science,
once dedicated to topics such as behavior of agents; games and simulations of dynamic behavior,
behavior analysis based on random system history ; delays in systems analysis; consequences of
instabilities and oscillations; applications in demography, lifetime and dynamic business, sensitivity
analysis and stochastic processes and chaos.

SD diagrams organize and regulate the supply of information and explain the possible systemic dynamics
of the various factors that interact with it, including the mathematical relationships that govern them.
Thus, for Information Science, can generate theories about the information system and test hypotheses
based on the complex relationships informational flows. Information on fees and rates are used to design
simulators and games that mimic reality (micro-worlds) and allow to test the effect on the information of
a system, before decisions are taken.

Figure 11: Contributions of System Dynamics to Informacion Science field.
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Appendix 1: Factors identified by the research and their inter-relationship.
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